Genesis Nursery, Inc.

Wholesale Midwest Native Seeds & Plants

- Native Grasses, Sedges, Wildflowers & Wetland Shrubs.
- Seeds & plants for natural landscaping, wildlife habitat, reclamation, roadsides & streambank stabilization.
- Upper Midwest regional seed mixes based on local ecosystems. IDOT & Illinois Tollway native mixes & custom mixes available.
- Local ecotype & regionally adapted seed.
- Plugs and larger material. Contract growing available.

Over 30 years experience in restoring Midwest landscapes.

~www.genesisnurseryinc.com~

---

TEN PRINCIPLES THAT UNDERPIN ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

SER is proud to be recognized as a Global Partner to the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration

The UN Decade calls for the protection and revival of ecosystems around the world for the benefit of people and nature

Learn more and get involved at www.ser.org/decade